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Ibn Muyassar,1 " he was connected with the service of the
Caliph's mother " ; while Maqrxzi2 also makes it plain that
Abu Sa*d was employed by that lady in her particular affairs.
Special Political Mission
But what were these particular afiairs and functions
which constituted the special political mission of Abu Sa*d
on behalf of the Caliph's mother ? The accounts of the Arab
historians make it evident that the internal politics of the
Courts of the ITatimid rulers at that period was rife with
friction between two military bodies at Cairo: the Turkish
mercenaries, on the one hand, and regiments of black slaves
on the other. Although there had already been negro
regiments at Cairo in earlier times, they had never formed such
a separate organization, in opposition to other military-
units, as they did in the eleventh century. The history
of the black regiments does not concern us here : what is
relevant is that at the time of al-Mustansir there existed
between them and the Turkish mercenaries an open conflict
which shook the structure of the state to its foundations
and ultimately brought it to the brink of destruction.3 Ibn
Taghribirdi ascribes the decline of the Fatimid empire to
this very cause.4
This conflict between Negro and Turkish regiments, this,
dualism in the -military administration, deserves special
attention because it reacted upon the structure of the civil
administration. For each section of the army had its patrons
among the highest dignitaries of the civil art-ministration. The
Caliph and the " Vizier of the Caliph J* seem to have supported
1 Op. cit., p. s.
 *	i, 424.
 *	O'Leary, A Short History of the JTatimid Caliphate, p. 196 :   " For sue
years following (1044/1055) the domestic politics of Egypt centred entirely
in the struggle between the Turkish mercenaries and the negro troops."
Lane-Poole, op. cit., p. 145 : " Meanwhile the jealousy between the Turkish
troops and the Sudani battalions . . . grew to alarming proportions."
 *	ii, 182, 17.

